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ABSTRACT 
Through evaluation of several frameworks for evaluation of the appropriateness of software selection, a prototype framework is created for the 

evaluation of consumer off the shelf (COTS) architectural software solutions.  Based on the outlined research, this tool focuses on the evaluation 

of architectural software through both objective feature filtration and ranking, and subjective comparison of user experiences and expectations.  

This evaluation method is supported by the implementation of intuitive methods of representation to compare ranked software and the ability 

to prioritize aspects of the evaluation framework to more closely match the various needs of each user.  By implementing such a framework, this 

project aims to provide a more thorough and useful method for the selection of architectural software that mostly closely meets the individual 

needs of each user. 

  



INTRODUCTION: IMPORTANCE OF ANALYSIS TOOLS 
In the field of architecture the most common method of software use is commercial off the shelf (COTS).  Rather than employing custom-built 

solutions that the majority of firms can’t afford, COTS offers a relatively cheap and effective way of meeting the needs of most architecture firms.  

Although these solutions provide many advantages they lack the benefits of custom-built solutions, mainly due to a lack of in-depth study on the 

appropriateness of the selected tool (cite).  As the wealth of available software increases, the process of choosing an appropriate tool to complete 

each task becomes more important than ever.  Many users will choose their tools based on familiarity, on peer recommendations, or on the 

results of an Internet review – because these sources provide the most information for a reasonable amount of effort.  Although this process 

works – a more systematic, accurate, and simple approach would benefit end users greatly.  Furthermore, the reality is that the digital tools we 

select for architectural tasks greatly influence the final product due to the underlying processes (cite).  Therefore, it is of utmost importance that 

the software selected for use most closely reflects the needs of the user.  

Although the aim is to create a project that can that will accommodate analysis of all types of architectural software, due to data limitations the 

prototype implementation will focus on the analysis and comparison of common software packages for architectural 3d modeling, drafting, and 

BIM workflows.  The text that follows details the logic behind the creation of this tool and the decisions that have influenced its final expression.  

It evaluates the process and the outcome – presenting a clear picture of the shortcomings of existing methods, benefits of the created tool, and 

progress that is still necessary to refine this system. 

 

  



BACKGROUND: SURVEY OF EVALUATION METHODS AND REPRESENTATION TECHNIQUES 

CURRENT METHODS OF SOFTWARE EVALUATION 
Current methods of evaluating software for usability can be divided into two categories.  Most widespread are the popular ranking and sorting 

methods employed by consumer sources such as CNET, PC Magazine, and the Apple or Google stores.  More specialized methods of evaluating 

software are employed by large companies and software developers to evaluate product effectiveness before purchase and to evaluate readiness 

for market.  Most widely accepted of these include the McCall and Boehm's model, ISO/IEC 9126 model, ISO 25000:2005 model, OSMM model, 

OpenBRR, QSOS, and SQO-OSS.  The selected quality models represent not only the most widely accepted, but also paint a picture of the 

evolution of quality models over time.  McCall and Boehm presented their models in 1976 and 1978 respectively, FURPS was introduced in 1987, 

ISO 9126 in 1991, Dromey in 1996, and ISO 25000:2005 in 2005 (Rawashdeh and Matalkah 2006).  Further refinement of the existing ISO 

standards was proposed by Carvallo and Franch in 2006, and by Rawashdeh and Matalkah in 2006.  These models are examined in detail to 

determine the benefits and drawbacks of each, as a way to refine and support the desired functionality of the proposed framework for 

architectural software evaluation. 

 

PROFESSIONAL/ORGANIZATIONAL 

MCCALL AND BOEHM’S MODEL 

Text (Qutaish 2010). 

McCall’s Quality Model 

Product Revision Product Operations 

Maintainability Flexibility Testability Correctness Efficiency Reliability Integrity Usability 

Simplicity Self-

descriptiveness 

Simplicity Traceability Execution 

Efficiency 

Consistency Access 

Control 

Operability 

Conciseness Expandability Instrumentation Completeness Storage Efficiency Accuracy Access Audit Training 

Self-

descriptiveness 

Generality Self-

descriptiveness 

Consistency  Error 

Tolerance 

 Communicativeness 

Modularity  Modularity      

Table 1: adapted from Outaish 2010 

 



Boehm’s Quality Model 

As-is Utility Portability Maintainability 

Reliability Efficiency Human Engineering Testability Understandablity Modifiability 

Self Containedness Accountability Robustness/ Integrity Device Independence Accountability Consistency Structuredness 

Accuracy Device Efficiency Accessibility Self Containedness Communicativeness Structuredness Augmentability 

Completeness Accessibility Communicativeness  Self Descriptiveness Conciesness  

Robustness/ Integrity    Structuredness Legibility  

Consistency       

Table 1: adapted from Outaish 2010 

 

ISO/IEC 9126 

Metrics for evaluation based on ISO 9126.  This model utilizes a three-tier characteristic structure with 6 top-level characteristics, sub 

characteristics within each category, and attributes used to evaluate each of these sub characteristics.  Top-level characteristics of this system 

measure functionality, reliability, usability, efficiency, maintainability, and portability.  Within each of these categories sub characteristics 

measure: suitability, accuracy, interoperability, compliance, and security; maturity, recoverability, and fault tolerance; learnability, 

understandability, and operability; time behavior and resource behavior; stability, analyzability, changeability, and testability; Installability 

conformance, replacability, and adaptability (see table 1).  This tiered solution allows for examination of the resulting values at different 

amounts of detail based on the importance of such knowledge.  Due to backing of the ISO and the reputation of the organization for the 

production of robust standards, this is one of the most cited examples of a solid quality model in the examined literature.  Due to its tiered and 

systematic approach to the organization and evaluation of stated metrics, many of the attempts to create new standards find this standard to be 

a solid starting point for the inclusion of new criteria. 

ISO/IEC 9126 External and Internal Quality Model 

Functionality Reliability Usability Efficiency Maintainability Portability 

Suitability Maturity Learnability Time behavior Stability Installability 

Accuracy Recoverability Understandability Resource behavior Analyzability Replacability 

Interoperability Fault tolerance Operability  Changeability Adaptability 



Security  Attractiveness  Testability Co-existence 

Table 1: adapted from Rawashdeh and Matalkah 2006 

 

ISO/IEC 9126 Quality in Use Model 

Effectiveness Productivity Safety Satisfaction 

Table 1: adapted from Outaish 2010 

 

Proposed improvements to this method of evaluating software by Carvallo and Franch, and Rawasdeh and Matalkah are examined in detail 

below and include the inclusion of a number of non-technical specifications to expand its usefulness (see table 2) 

CARVALLO-FRANCH EXTENDED ISO/IEC 9126 

Text 

Carvallo-Franch Extended ISO/IEC 9126 Software Evaluation Metrics 

Supplier Cost Product Time on Market Versions 

Organizational Structure Licensing Schema Stability   

Positioning and Strength Licensing Costs Ownership   

Reputation Platform Cost Deliverables   

Services Offered Implementation Cost Parameterization/ Customization   

Support Network Cost Guarantees   

Table 2: adapted from Carvallo and Franch  

 

RAWASHDEH-MATALKAH ALTERED ISO/IEC 9126 

Text 

Rawashdeh-Matalkah Altered ISO/IEC 9126 



Functionality Reliability Usability Efficiency Maintainability Manageability 
Product Process Product Process Product Process Product Process Product Process Product Process 
Accuracy Suitability Recoverability Maturity  Learnability Time 

Behavior 
  Changeability Quality 

Management 
 

Security Interoperability    Understandability Resource 
Behavior 

  Testability   

 Compliance    Operability       
 Compatibility    Complexity       
Table 1: adapted from Rawashdeh and Matalkah 2006 

 

FURPS 

Text 

FURPS Quality Model 

Functionality Usability Reliability Performance Supportability 

Features Human Factors Frequency and Severity of 

Failure 

Speed Testability 

Capabilities Aesthetics Recoverability Efficiency Extensibility 

Security UI Consistency Predictability Availability Adaptability 

 Context Help Accuracy Accuracy Maintainability 

 Wizards and Agents Mean Time Between 

Failures 

Throughput Compatibility 

 User Documentation  Response Time Configurability 

 Training Materials  Recovery Time Serviceability 

   Resource Useage Installability 

    Localizability 

Table 1: adapted from Outaish 2010 

 



DROMEY 

Text 

Dromey’s Quality Model 

Correctness Internal Contextual Descriptive 

Functionality Maintainability Maintainability Maintainability 

Reliability Efficiency Reusability Efficiency 

 Reliability Portability Reliability 

  Reliability Usability 

Table 1: adapted from Outaish 2010 

 

QUALITY CUBE 

Text 

Quality Cube Model 

Product Efficiency Product Effectiveness Process Efficiency Process Effectiveness 

Table 1: adapted from Rawashdeh and Matalkah 2006 

 

OSMM, OBRR, QSOS, AND SQO-OSS 

These models are all concerned with the evaluation of open-source software.  They include many of the same factors as the other software 

models explore in-depth above, but with two primary differences that are important to explore in this study.  The first difference is that these 

models also focus on evaluating the quality of the developing body as well, attempting to provide some measure of the quality of services such as 

support, documentation, and training.  These aspects are generally more important to specifically evaluate in an open-source project due to the 

wide range of quality that supporting information may lie within.  Additionally, these models almost all include some measure for weighting the 

evaluation categories.  This is important because it is generally understood that open-source software may come with a number of tradeoffs and 

therefore the users are likely to have a wide variety of important factors that are guiding their decisions. (Lujan 2013)   

The OSMM model is based on “product software, support, documentation, training, product integration, and professional services” each scored 

by an evaluator and weighted in accordance to need – providing a final numerical score for comparison (Samoladas et al 2008).   



OSMM Software Evaluation Metrics 

Product 

Software 

Support Documentation Training Product 

Integration 

Professional 

Services 

Table 2: adapted from 

 

 

CONSUMER/INDIVIDUAL 

CASE STUDY- CNET SOFTWARE RANKING 

Text 

CNET Software Evaluation Metrics 
Filtering Criteria Sorting Criteria 
Cost Review Date 
Manufacturer Editor Rating 
Platform User Rating 
Compatibility Cost 
Category Popularity 
Product Line  

Table 3: adapted from 
 

CASE STUDY- PC MAGAZINE 

Text 

PC Magazine Software Evaluation Metrics 
Filtering Criteria Sorting Criteria 
Cost Release Date 
Manufacturer Editor Rating 
Platform Cost 
Editor Rating  
Awards  
Table 4: adapted from  

 



CASE STUDY- CAPTERRA 

Text 

Capterra Software Evaluation Metrics 
Objective Filters Subjective Rankings Information 

Number of Users Customer Service Description 
Deployment Ease of Use Cost 
Features Overall Trial 
  Training Method 
  Support Method 
  Industries 
  Vendor Name 
  Vendor Website 
  Company Founding Date 
  Company Location 

 

CASE STUDY- GOOGLE PLAY STORE 

Text 

Google Play Software Evaluation Metrics 
Filtering Criteria Sorting Criteria 
Compatibility User Rating 
Category  
Table 4: adapted from 

 

CASE STUDY- ARCHSMARTER.COM 

Beyond these tools for automatically sorting software, top ten lists and flowcharts are often produced by people writing informational articles 

on the subject.  One of the best of these for architectural software is a flowchart produced by archsmarter.com where they guide readers through 

choosing architectural modeling software.  In this flowchart they broadly address questions of use category, cost, compatibility, open/closed 

source, project type, multi-user models, project size, platform, and cross disciplinary collaboration.  In the comments section of this post other 

selection criteria were identified included ease of learning, difficulty of customization, availability of extensions, and availability of resources 

(such as models from the Sketchup warehouse). 



 

FIGURE 1: FROM KILKELLY 2014 

  



ANALYSIS OF AVAILABLE METHODS 
 

 CNET PC Magazine Capterra ArchSmarter Google Play 

Awards  X    

Category x   x x 

Collaborative Support   x  

Company Founding Date  x   

Company Location   x   

Compatibility x   x x 

Cost x X x x  

Customer Service   x   

Deployment   x   

Description x X x   

Ease of Use   x   

Editor Rating x X    

Extension Availability     

Features   x   

Industry/Category x     

Manufacturer x X    

Open/closed Source    x  

Overall User Rating x  x  x 

Platform x X  x  

Popularity/Number of Users x  x   

Product Line x     

Release Date     x 

Review Date x     

Support Method   x   

Training Method   x   

Trial Availability x X x   

Vendor Name x X x  x 

Vendor Website x X x   

 



Each of these is based on a dual system of filtering options based on objective criteria, then ranking the remaining programs based on one of 

several subjective criteria.  CNET provides the most flexibility with filtering based on: cost, manufacturer, platform, compatibility, category, and 

product line.  They also provide subjective ranking based on review date, editor rating, user rating, price, and popularity by download.  On the 

other end of this spectrum, the Google store provides objective filtering by category and subjective filtering based on user ranking and price.  

When developing our own criteria for evaluation we chose to mirror CNET by selecting several subjecting and objective categories for 

comparison.  The consumer solutions tend to provide quick results, but have little ability to sort, rank, and compare potential software by useful 

metrics. 

Through a thorough process, all of these evaluation models require a massive amount of manual input and a lengthy time-line.  The aspects of 

these evaluations that are most useful for our purposes are the inclusion of a greater number of variables for thoroughness, weighting of these 

variables for personalization of the ranking, and the use of a single final metric that can simplify decision making while still allowing for 

evaluation of individual variables. 

UNIQUE CONSIDERATIONS FOR ARCHITECTURAL SOFTWARE 
Text 

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS 
After examining the available literature and evaluation models, it is clear that what is needed for the selection of architectural software lies 

somewhere between the quality model system employed by computer science professionals and the rather lax filtration system employed by 

consumers.  Due to the high level of development by companies such as Autodesk, McNeel, and Google, many of the issues addressed in the 

quality model are unnecessary to examine.  Instead, we need to examine issues that will impact most professional end users such as features, 

compatibility, and ease of use.  Taking a page from the work of Rawashdeh and Matalkah we need to recognize that the distinction between 

internal and external metrics is important, and that the external metrics (black box) are most important to the majority of end users. 

One of the major themes taken away from this survey study is that there are multiple perspectives to evaluate any software from, and ultimately 

this specification requires clear definition of the goals to progress.  A majority of the software quality models incorporate categories of internal 

quality attributes, external quality attributes, and quality in use attributes (outaish 2010).  Although all of these aspects are important, the 

external quality attributes and quality in use attributes are of greatest concern.  Internal metrics are important, but evaluation of these 

characteristics is mainly dependent on an in-depth study of the software that includes issues such as measuring the accuracy of produced results 

through testing and modeling against a variety of calibration methods to determine the degree of error in calculation methods. 

Of the quality models considered in the work of Outaish in 2010, only one characteristic of reliability was found to be common to all quality 

models.  The author ultimately recommends the use of the ISO 9126 standard based on the international consensus required to implement an 

ISO standard.  Futhermore Outaish finds that the McCall, Boehm, Doromey, and FURPS models all suffer from incomplete definition of the model 

criteria. 



Ranking software for recommendation in an objective manner can be a difficult task.  People often have strong preferences for different 

programs and work environments based on personal experience and anecdotal evidence.  This approach lacks any level of objectivity but is 

utilized by many because the subjective experience of software is, for many users, as important as its objective qualities.  However, a truly 

analytical approach to ranking must be defined to account for both qualitative and quantitative values.  To achieve both of these qualities within 

a single system, we have blended aspects of popularly used software ranking systems with more scientific methodologies to create a 

personalizable searching and sorting tool.  Usually lists are created yearly within trade publications that attempt to rank on these subjective and 

objective qualities – resulting in some sort of top 10 list as the final product.  Occasionally these will be accompanied with a flowchart that aids 

decision making for program selection, which is often based on a number of unstated assumptions about what will be useful for the end user.  

We propose that instead, these ranking methods can be consolidated into a single system capable of evaluation and improvement, and most 

importantly capable of sorting without limiting the options presented to the end user. 

 

REPRESENTATION TECHNIQUES 
This project assumes that end users will typically desire to make high-information decisions in a relatively short timeframe.  Although the goal of 

creating an improved selection and comparison method is itself worthwhile, the representation of collected data is nearly as important in 

communicating with this end user.  Thus, it is necessary to create an intuitive and legible display of the information to aid in quick but accurate 

analysis and decision-making.  It is also necessary to ensure flexibility within the display, enabling users to access and manipulate as much 

information as necessary for their process.  After sorting through a wealth of literature on the subject, there are two graphic representations that 

seem best suited for this task.  A hierarchical decision-tree graphic will display the filtration process, informing the user of how the objective 

sorting informed the final pool of available software for the task.  Hovering over items within this tree will provide a brief summary of the 

selected software or decision point.  This graphic will ensure users utilize the objective filtration metrics in an effective manner.  A displayed list 

will rank the software options based on featurosity score and provide some basic information.  A radial graphic will display the quality of 

selected software for comparison, based on the subjective sorting metrics.  Hovering over items within this graphic will display subjective scores 

and weighting, allowing for both visual and numerical comparison.  Subjective metrics will be displayed with a corresponding weight slider, and 

subcategories of the metric will be available for expansion and fine-tuning.  Preset profiles of weighting will be available including student, 

visualization, analysis, and saved. 

Visualizations from Birkeland show the benefit of radial graphing within complex decisionmaking to better understand the relationships 

between larger ecosystems (p12, 2012). 

Despite all the improvement that can be had in how we sort and rank information for each user, it is only one piece of the puzzle.  Standard 

protocol shows results in a descending list that makes it difficult to discern why each option is deemed most relevant to the search.  Occasionally 

we see a two-variable matrix utilized for comparison of two criteria, or possibly even three in the rare case of a 3-dimensional matrix.  However, 

the way that information is displayed to the end user has a large impact on the effectiveness of their search.  Sure people are used to the single 

list method, and may stubbornly stick to it en masse, but there have to be other options that better transmit the information.  A proposal was 

that of ranking search results based on a circular graph of criteria, with the best options gravitating toward the centroid and weighted based on 



their suitability in each category.  This type of display is successfully utilized in personality test results and with other niche results displays, but 

it could be nicely adapted to use in this situation.  Another proposal was an overall matrix stating all object, subjective, and informative fields of 

all search results, allowing the user to filter through unrelated criteria.  



METHODS: PROPOSAL AND REFINEMENT 

1ST PROTOTYPE 
The 1st prototype was based on a broad distinction between objective, subjective, and informational categories.  Since objective metrics 

determine particular features or qualities of the software that either exist or don’t, these metrics are most useful for software filtration.  When 

searching for software that fulfills certain requirements users will generally know the platform, software category, and features that are 

essential to their choice.  By identifying these requirements many of the existing software choices can be easily eliminated, making the final 

selection process easier by limiting the pool of options.  The objective categories were based on common software considerations including open 

vs. closed source projects, cost, availability, support method, operating system, and compatibility with other software.  These categories were 

chosen through examination of consumer methods of software evaluation as the most common and relevant aspects that were commonly 

considered.   

Subjective metrics for evaluation tend to be somewhat more difficult to determine.  Concepts such as usability represent a great parent metric, 

but require the evaluation of more specific factors to accurately determine.  Subjective metrics include intuitive quality of program layout, 

quality of support, ease of use, etc.  The subjective categories were based on the authors consideration of the most commonly considered aspects 

when choosing a general software package and included popularity, ease of use, power of software, aesthetics, and quality of community.   

The informational categories were chosen to provide the most relevant details to assist in further exploration of the software and included a 

description of the software from the manufacturer, the developer, and an introductory tutorial link for visual demonstration of the software 

capabilities and learning curve.   

 

1st Prototype Evaluation Criteria 

Objective Sorting Subjective Ranking Informational 

Open/Closed Source Popularity (number of downloads) Description 

Cost Ease of Use Developer 

Availability Power of tool Tutorial Link 

Community Support/Company Support Aesthetics  

Platform Quality of Community  

Compatibility (Integration with other programs)   

Table 1:  



 

The original prototype was created as an embeddable, interactive graphic using Tableau.  This platform was chosen for its relative flexibility and 

ease of use, to create a mockup that contained much of the desired functionality.  Issues arose regarding customization of the display type, the 

ability to correctly filter based on multiple criteria, the creation of multiple user templates for subjective scoring, and the sorting of final options 

based on resulting compatibility scores. 

 

2ND PROTOTYPE 
At this stage objective criteria were limited to those deemed most essential including cost, operating system, and features.  Additional 

functionality was implemented regarding the ability to sort by features of the software and to weight the relative importance of each feature.  

This allows the user of the tool to identify values beyond the traditional binary yes/no requirements for filtering software to more finely tune 

requirements.  Through this method the user can find software that may not meet all of their desired functionality, but that includes as many of 

the most important aspects as possible.  By ranking the available software in this method, user input can be more accurately interpreted to 

bridge between ideal conditions and the currently available software packages.  After analysis of the abridged survey of software analysis 

techniques at both the organizational and individual level, a number of subjective have been identified that would apply to an ideal evaluation of 

architectural software.  This analysis was used to refine the initial proposal for subjective criteria, drawing on the best qualities of the 

aforementioned methods.  This has resulted in the outline of a methodology that is better organized and defined than the original.  Top level 

subjective criteria are defined in the table below and these criteria are further broken down and defined in the following table and text below.  

Informational categories remained fairly similar to those used in the 1st prototype, but a link to the product page was included in the 

requirements to allow for quickly moving to a more in-depth description of the software capabilities by the manufacturer.   

  

2nd Prototype Evaluation Criteria 

Objective Sorting Subjective Ranking Informational 

Cost Functionality Description 

Platform Efficiency Developer 

Features Usability Tutorial Link 

 Supportability Product Link 

 Reliability  

 Customizability  



Table 1:  

 

2nd Prototype Subjective Ranking Hierarchy 

Functionality Efficiency Usability Supportability Reliability Customizability 

Interoperability Resource Behavior Attractiveness Documentation Quality Fault Tolerance Extension Availability 

Suitability Time Behavior Learnability Community Quality Recoverability Skinability 

Collaboration Ability  Understandability Training  Hackability 

  Operability    

Table 1:  

    

DEFINITIONS 
Functionality: The overall measure of how well the software meets your architectural needs 

Interoperability: How well does the program function with other programs that I would like to use as part of the total software solution for my 

architectural needs? 

Suitability: How well does the program function as I expect for the features that it provides?  How well does it perform the advertised functions? 

Collaboration Ability: How well does the program allow for team based and cross-disciplinary collaboration in a working environment? 

 

Efficiency: The overall measure of how well the software functions with your hardware 



Resource Behavior: How resource heavy is the program?  Does it use an unexpectedly large amount of computational resources such as RAM or 

processing power for the functionality it provides? 

Time Behavior: How much time does it take to complete operations?  Does it take an unexpectedly long time to perform certain tasks? 

 

Usability: The overall measure of how easy and intuitive the software is for individual use 

Attractiveness: How aesthetically appealing is the overall interface? 

Learnability: How easy is it to learn to use the program? 

Understandability: How easy is it to understand what is happening within the program?  Do the tasks performed meet expectations? 

Operability: How easy is it to achieve the desired results?  Does the interface function in an intuitive manner that allows the user to quickly and 

easily achieve their goals? 

 

Supportability: The overall measure of how well the associated resources meet your troubleshooting and training needs 

Documentation Quality: Is supporting documentation available, accessible, and useful?  Are you able to easily find and use the documentation 

that comes with the software? 

Community Quality: Is an online community available, accessible, and useful?  Are the members of this community supportive and active? 

Training Quality: Is training material available, accessible, and useful?  Does this training material meet expectations for preparing to use the 

software? 

 

Reliability: The overall measure of how well the software deals with unexpected situations (crashes) 

Fault Tolerance: When the software encounters difficulties with processing input does it avoid crashing by allowing the user to cancel the 

operation or by some other means?  Is the software stable and unlikely to crash or hang? 

Recoverability: When the software crashes how likely is it that you can recover file information?  How easy is this recovery process and how 

likely is it that file information hasn’t been lost? 

 

Customizability: The overall measure of how well the software adjusts to individual needs 



Extension Availability: How available are extensions to include additional functionality beyond the base program?  How useable and useful are 

these extensions? 

Skinability: How easy is it to change the appearance and layout of the program to better suit individual workflow and process? 

Hackability: How easy is it to include custom functionality through scripting and other methods to accommodate unique needs and situations? 

IMPLEMENTATION 
Upon investigation, there seem to be two major options for the creation of such a prototype.  The first is the creation of a website coded using 

HTML, CSS, SQL, and JavaScript with D3 or Processing libraries.  This strategy has the advantage of full control over visualization style, data 

management, and continuity with the website the interactive visualization is part of.  The main disadvantage of this method is the high barrier to 

entry of learning associated coding languages before building the system.  Other disadvantages are easier to overcome mainly include the 

hassles of maintaining a full website and building awareness of the product.  The second option is the creation of a custom embeddable graphic 

using a program like Tableau or Lyra VDE.  This method has the advantage of being independent of a static website, interested parties can 

include the visualization tool within their own websites ultimately creating more traffic and awareness.  Other advantages include a GUI 

interface that enables quickly learning the program, the inclusion of data pipeline management in the same creation suite, and the ability to 

custom code a skin for the created graphic. 

WEIGHTING AND SORTING 
Research undertaken by Alves et al determined that tradeoff analysis based on the weighting of operational goals was one of the key 

components in successful COTS selection (2006).  Their preferred method is based on the work J. Yen and W. Tiao (1997). 

 

  



RESULTS AND REFLECTION: ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED METHOD 

BENEFITS 

 

SHORTCOMINGS 
The creation of an ideal standard for the analysis and representation of pertinent data for evaluating potential software tools highlights a 

shortcoming that prevents any meaningful application of this project in the real world.  The lack of available data on which to base such an 

analysis is an issue.  Despite the importance of such information to our ability to make informed choices, there are no places where such details 

are collected.  Therefore, as a companion to this tool, I have begun the creation of a companion application to collect the pertinent information.  

This tool also stems from the envisioned rating standards.  With even limited implementation of this rating system and decision-making tool, a 

repository can be created that will provide an immeasurable benefit to architectural students and professionals alike. 

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT 

SUGGESTED PROFILES 
Initial proposed profiles are as follows: architecture student, small business owner, and large business purchaser.  Since each of these situations 

requires a unique valuation of different subjective criteria, they represent the easiest discrete situations to independently quantify.  Weighting 

values for building the profiles were based on a series of polls regarding the importance of subjective metrics.  In each poll, people of the profile 

group were asked to assign weights to the various subjective metrics, both parent and child.  The median response was selected to identify the 

most common values within each group.  Ideally future profiles could be built based on membership information and the statistical analysis of 

saved profiles by individual members. 

DETAILED PAGE VIEWS OF EACH SOFTWARE 
Despite the usefulness of the main graphic visualization page, more detail should be provided on the measurements and information gathered 

on each software analyzed.  To achieve this, a detail page view will be available for each software, accessed by clicking of the software name in 

the main graphic visualization page.  This detail view includes a similar radar graph used on the main page, but displays a greater level of 

information regarding the rating method including a breakdown to the tertiary level of analysis used in the modified quality model, data source 

statistics to allow evaluation of quality model accuracy, and any incidental information that will assist in decision-making such as links to the 

company website.  This page will serve to provide greater transparency of the system for users and to allow for more in-depth analysis of the 

selection process.  This feature will be most useful for companies that seek to use the quality model system in software selection and need to 

evaluate the decision-making process to ensure accuracy and appropriateness. 

 

  



CONCLUSION 
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